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s a U.C. Santa Barbara student sitting
behind the wheel of a bus in the mid1960s, Victor Schaff had an ambitious
plan germinating in his mind. In addition to
driving a bus to support himself, he spent
part of his time foraging seeds of wild shrubs
and flowers across Southern California.
Schaff sold his seeds by the pound to
Mistletoe Sales, a company that specialized in
supplying woody ornamentals to landscapers.
It was part-time work, and the student/bus
driver soon graduated college with a degree
in chemistry and started a career in computer
science. His seed collecting gig went on
the back burner, but the idea of scaling
out a native seed supply business never
stopped simmering.
After a few years of climbing the corporate
ladder, Schaff was out of a job when GE
Tempo folded. He went back into the wild
to harvest seeds for his lone customer,
Mistletoe Sales.
“He was hustling,” says Ben Miller, Director
of Sales and Customer Outreach at S&S Seeds.
“He was the original gig economy guy.”
By the time the early 1970s rolled around,
evidence had mounted that the niche
native seeds market was about to explode.
The environmental movement had begun.
Planning departments all over the state were
getting hip to the idea that when land is
developed, lost vegetation must be replaced,
and not just by any plants, but by the ones
native to the disturbed ground.
Schaff started operating a young S&S Seeds
from his garage before moving into a facility
in Goleta in the early 1970s. Everything was
happening at once. Southern California’s
population boom begot a housing boom
which necessitated a massive infrastructure
expansion. In order to complete all of this
rapid development, agencies and private
developers were required to offset their
footprints by replanting native seeds. Almost
overnight, revegetation became a condition
for development, and S&S Seeds had the
market cornered.
“For any construction project, in order to
get a permit, planning departments insisted
that native seeds were planted on disturbed
lands,” says Schaff. “[Planning departments]
are our sales people.”
Particularly
for
freeway
projects,
powerlines, or solar projects in far-flung
places, drought-tolerant, native seeds were

S&S Seeds owner and founder
Victor Schaff with his daughter
and S&S manager Jody Miller.
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the answer to mitigating loss of vegetation. By definition,
native plants have adapted to the local arid climate and
can sustain themselves with minimal intervention. “Other
companies hadn’t bought into natives like I did,” Schaff says.
Rewind to 1964, before the bus driving. While Schaff
and his wife, Susan, were moving to California from
North Dakota, they stopped in Victorville. He noticed it
appeared poised for development. Street signs marked
streets, but few houses populated the new roadways. It
wasn’t quite an epiphany, but a flag post on the road to
discovering the industry.
This desert landscape was being prepped for a yet-toexist population boom, but there was no water to support
it or new plantings. It was a glimpse into what might be
coming in the future, a demand for native plantings that
could be sustainable for the neighborhoods and cities of
the whole region. “My whole thing was low water plants,”
Schaff says.
In the early 1980s, S&S Seeds moved to Foothill Road in
Carpinteria. Later that decade, Caltrans dedicated itself
to all native seeds. In the 1990s, S&S Seeds, which at that
time gathered all of its seeds the old-fashioned way—by
hand in the wild—made a move to begin farming its own
native plants to generate enough seeds to meet demand.
It opened a 400-acre farm in Los Alamos and almost
instantly doubled its capacity while providing greater
consistency in seed availability than can be found in the
wild. Foraged seeds became farmed native seeds.
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At its building on the Carpinteria Bluffs, where it
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moved in 2005, S&S Seeds houses its executive staff and
a warehouse containing millions of seeds in hundreds of
varieties. There are native shrubs, flowers, and grasses.
In the current composition of seeds, about 60 percent are
harvested at company-owned farms and 40 percent are
collected in the wild by teams that graze through sites
across the region.
Since the farm opened, most grasses and flowers are
sourced from the farm and seeds from shrubs like wild
sage varieties are harvested in the wild, from places like
military bases and private lands where S&S Seeds has
exclusive rights.
When customers like developers or utility companies
order their seeds, they typically come in a hydromulch
mix that contains a wood pulp, gum and water. The
hydromulch binds seeds together into a sprayable
medium that’s green, partially to mark areas that have
been seeded to avoid over application.
While S&S Seeds typically caters to large-scale projects,
it pitches in to help beautify its community in a partnership
with Carpinteria Beautiful, the local nonprofit whose
mission is keeping Carpinteria clean, green, and beautiful.
Every winter, Carpinteria Beautiful hands out S&S Seeds
California poppy seeds to spread locally, hopefully before
the first rains to improve chances of germination.
As is the case with natives, seeds supplied by S&S
Seeds have adapted to use every drop of water possible
in Southern California’s short rainy season to make it
through their life cycle.
“They have a different mechanism [than non-natives]
that’s triggered by the fall and winter seasons,” Miller

says. A gardener hoping to produce blooms by planting
in the spring would be disappointed when the seeds
don’t take, even if manually watered. The seeds know
when the weather conditions signal late fall or early
winter, the period ideal for starting their life cycle. They
won’t be tricked.
Over the years, S&S Seeds absorbed six other seed
companies. Owners had either died off or given up,
according to Schaff. He purchased his original employer,
Mistletoe, which he later sold to his brother who operates
what is now called Mistletoe-Carter Seeds out of Goleta.
In addition to S&S Seeds, Schaff owns Pacific Coast
Seeds, a company that is headquartered in Tracy, Calif.
and supplies Northern California Natives and Hedgerow
Farms in Winters, Calif.
While in concept the native seeds business seems simple,
S&S Seeds and other Schaff-owned companies have been

able to stay ahead of the competition. There’s more to it
than hiring a team to collect seeds. There’s no blueprint
for success, and S&S Seeds is built on relationships
with landowners and customers to guarantee delivery
of its products.
According to Schaff, the future of the industry might
depend on supplying hyper-local ecotypes. As the
environmental movement progresses, science is suggesting
that seeds, even those in the wild that appear the same
throughout wide regions, are more specialized. Some
planners now require seeds supplied from a tight radius,
as little as five miles from development sites. Shifting to
narrow ecotypes could require further adaptation for the
native seed industry.
“I’ve always been interested in challenges,” Schaff says
of building an industry from the ground up. “I like to do
things you don’t go to school to learn.” ♦
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